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Abstract
Advanced health economic analysis techniques currently performed in Microsoft Excel, such as incorporating heterogeneity, 
time-dependent transitions and a value of information analysis, can be easily transferred to R. Often the outputs of survival 
analyses (such as Weibull regression models) will estimate the impacts of correlated patient characteristics on patient outcomes, 
and are utilised directly as inputs for health economic decision models. This tutorial provides a step-by-step guide of how to 
conduct such analyses with a Markov model developed in R, and offers a comparison with established analyses performed in 
Microsoft Excel. This is done through the conversion of a previously published Microsoft Excel case study of a hip replacement 
surgery cost-effectiveness model. We hope that this paper can act as a facilitator in switching decision models from Microsoft 
Excel to R for complex health economic analyses, providing open-access code and data, suitable for future adaptation.
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Key Points for Decision Makers 

First tutorial for linking survival analyses to Markov 
models and performing sensitivity analyses (including a 
value of information analysis) in R.

Intended for users of Microsoft Excel with downloadable 
resources across both types of software, with a practical 
example for total hip replacement prosthesis strategies.

Provides adaptable open-access resources to be used 
as frameworks for future health economic evaluation 
models in R.

1 Introduction

The benefits of utilising R for health economic evaluations 
are becoming well documented [1–3]. Whilst Microsoft 
(MS) Excel and TreeAge are visual graphical user inter-
faces and therefore useful software for learning purposes, 
R (alongside other programming language-based software 
such as MATLAB) has higher efficiency, transparency and 
adaptability in comparison [1–3].

The foundation of many such health economic evalu-
ations is often the Markov model. Markov models can 
quantify the impact of interventions on transitions between 
health states, as well as the costs and outcomes associated 
with the differing course of actions. Intervention impacts 
on health outcomes, conditional on patient characteristics, 
can be quantified through standard survival analysis tech-
niques. Subsequently, these impacts can be fed through 
Markov models to appropriately account for heterogeneity 
across subpopulations of interest. Additionally, decomposi-
tion techniques can be utilised to allow for covariance to be 
maintained during probabilistic sensitivity analyses.

Previous health economic evaluation tutorials for R 
generally run through how to create deterministic and 
probabilistic Markov models in R [4]. However, a com-
parison of more advanced modelling techniques, such as 
modelling heterogeneity through the inclusion of survival 
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analysis results whilst conducting value of information 
(VOI) analyses in R compared to MS Excel, has yet to 
be done. This tutorial first introduces a case study of hip 
replacement surgery, for which an MS Excel model has 
been published [5]. This case study is then used to dem-
onstrate how to integrate survival analyses within sensi-
tivity analyses using R instead of MS Excel. This is then 
followed by instructions on how to conduct analyses for 
the expected value of perfect information (EVPI) and the 
expected value of partially perfect information (EVPPI), 
also known as the expected value of perfect parameter 
information, within R. We outline how to conduct these 
analyses using mainly base R functions. By focusing on 
using basic R functions, rather than specific health eco-
nomics R packages, it reduces reliance on “black boxes” 
and increases the potential for adaptability to suit need.

2  General Tips

2.1  Setting Up Projects

Throughout this tutorial code, data available from the 
GitHub repository are cited [6]. Once the folder has been 
downloaded (which can be done through the “code” button) 
or linked via another interface, such as RStudio, you can 
run the R project. Clicking on the Git “R Project” item auto-
matically sets your working directory to be the equivalent to 
where the project is based, allowing you to read in data also 
within that folder. There are many blogs and guides on how 
to link Git and RStudio using R projects [7]. The RProject is 
the health economic evaluation model. The folder contain-
ing the RProject files acts as the “MS Excel file”, where the 
separate csv files and R scripts within that folder are similar 
to having different MS Excel sheets within the file, housing 
different data tables or analysis functions for the model.

2.2  Reading in Data

In this tutorial, we read in data files that contain life table 
data and outputs of survival analyses. For csv files, base R 
(i.e. R “as is”) allows you to read in data using the ‘read.
csv()’ function, where the file path relative to the working 
directory can be specified within the brackets. For example 
‘read.csv("life-table.csv", header=TRUE)’ reads in the life 
table csv data in the working directory, specifying that the 
first row of the csv file is the header row. For other types of 
data files, there are often already packages that deal with 
directly importing such data (e.g. the ‘xlsx’ package import-
ing MS Excel ‘.xls’ and ‘.xlsx’ files [8]).

2.3  Graphics Packages

This tutorial uses base R wherever possible, reducing reli-
ance on packages, and often allows for better understand-
ing for each step. However, we do use the reshape2 [9] and 
ggplot2 [10] packages. reshape2 allows for easy data manip-
ulation (e.g. converting data between long and wide for-
mats), whilst ggplot2 allows users to create attractive plots 
and diagrams that suit need (e.g. plotting multiple variables 
on multiple panels).

3  Total Hip Replacement: A Case Study 
for an Advanced Health Economic 
Evaluation

Cost utility models for the total hip replacement case 
study are available online, performed in MS Excel [11, 
12]. These are a simplified version of a previously pub-
lished economic model, developed for education pur-
poses [5]. This tutorial will use the same case study when 
demonstrating how to utilise R when conducting more 
advanced health economic modelling. Within this exam-
ple, a new procedure that reduces the risk of revision 
surgery in a cohort of patients undergoing a primary total 
hip replacement (THR) procedure is compared to standard 
treatment. Potential health states and state transitions are 
displayed in Fig. 1.

All of the R relevant materials used in this tutorial can be 
found within a corresponding GitHub repository [6]. The 
corresponding MS Excel files are available for download 
within this repository; or originally from the Briggs et al. 
corresponding webpage [11]. Specifically, “THR_Model.R” 
and “THR_Model_VOI.R” scripts are equivalent to 
“Ex57sol.xls” and “Ex66bsol.xls”, respectively. The Markov 
model process or probabilistic analysis will not be described 
in detail here, as these are covered in detail elsewhere [4].

In this tutorial, we follow the structure outlined in Fig. 2, 
referring to the stated subsection headings and relating these 
to equivalent MS Excel processes. This structure can be uti-
lised in other models outside of the case study.

3.1  Set‑Up Model Structure

In the MS Excel model, there are different worksheets that 
house inputs, intermediate values and outputs, including 
“Parameters” listing the main parameters of the model and 
“Standard” listing the health states and tracing the cohort 
across these health states over time for a standard prosthesis 
(see in Fig. 1 for health states included). Information from 
different sheets is then combined to produce outputs pre-
sented on the analysis sheet. In R, we focus on one script that 
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follows the sections described in Fig. 2 (see ‘THR_Model.R’ 
[6]) to define inputs and produce outputs. Numbered sections 
refer to subheadings within the relevant R script.

To set up the model in R, we first need to load packages, 
which will be used later for plotting data. However, it is good 
practice to group and load all necessary packages at the top 
of the script, avoiding potential issues when running parts 
of your code [13]. We load reshape2 and ggplot2, which are 
needed to plot the outputs [9, 10].

There are two ways in which age and sex influence tran-
sitions within this case study, with mean ages of 40, 60 and 
80 years for male and female individuals of interest. The first 
is through background mortality and the second through the 
impact on the risk of failure of primary THR. External data 

in the form of life tables (“life-table.csv”) and a parametric 
Weibull regression analysis (“hazardfunction.csv” and “cov55.
csv” containing coefficient and covariance data, respectively) 
need to be fed into the model. In MS Excel, these are simply 
added/viewed as worksheets. It is also good practice to read in 
data utilised within the R script at the beginning, after packages. 
By having a dedicated section at the beginning of your script 
dedicated to external code and data, any errors due to reading 
in such information are detected early and allow for easy test-
ing of other portions of code reliant on these external factors.

A benefit of using R, over MS Excel’s RAND-type func-
tions, is that you can “set the seed” easily within your script 
so that when you draw from a sample (random sampling), 
R returns the same values every time. This is achieved by 
entering set.seed(#), where # is set to an integer of your 
choice (e.g. 100) and corresponds with the draw you will 
obtain. By setting the seed, you can ensure consistency in 
result reporting and model checking.

The THR model script therefore begins with:

 i. Loading libraries, such as ggplot2 [10]:

   where the initial “if” statement checks to see if the 
user has the package installed before calling it to be 
used, and if not, installs the package.

 ii. Reading in data files, such as the life tables:

if (!require(ggplot2))install.packages
(�

ggplot2
�)

library(ggplot2),

life.tables <− read.csv(“life − table.csv”, header = TRUE)

Fig. 1  Total hip replacement (THR) decision model schematic. 
Health states of the model are represented by ovals, transitions 
between health states are represented by arrows. [C] represents a col-
lapsed node of the decision tree in which the Markov model [M] is 

repeated. *Procedures are represented by rectangles whereby primary 
hip replacement is either the new or standard procedure depending on 
the respective branch on the decision tree

Fig. 2  R model coding structure for the base total hip replacement 
(THR) model
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 iii. Setting the seed:

Structural parameters then need to be defined, through 
declaring state names ('state.names') and numbers ('n.
states'), initial cohort distribution across health states 
('seed'), number of cycles (in the case study, 'cycles' are set 
to 60 and 'cycle.v' being a vector from 1 to 60), discount 
rates for costs (cDR) and outcomes (oDR), using assign-
ments performed in a previous tutorial [4]. Discount rates 
can be included in models in various ways. One approach 
is to define a vector of discount weights that can be easily 
multiplied by resulting outcome vectors or matrices over 
time (see Fig. 3a for code and Fig. 3b for output examples). 
A discount rate of 1.5% for outcomes and 6% for costs are 
used in the case study.

3.2  Define Deterministic Parameters

Focusing on setting the deterministic model parameters, the 
shape and scale parameters for those to be used in probabil-
istic analyses later, means naming and assigning values to 
variables and health states as seen in Table 1.

Table 1 shows that only four variables are deterministic; 
the cost of primary surgery and successful surgery (set to 
zero as these are the same values across comparators and 
we are interested in incremental analyses) and the cost of a 
standard prosthesis (£394) and a new prosthesis (£579). The 
remainder are probabilistic, with distributions presented in 
Table 1.

set.seed(1234)

3.3  Defining the Shape and Scale Values 
for Probabilistic Parameters

The parameter values in the probabilistic sensitivity analysis 
(PSA) distributions in Table 1 can be determined by the 
mean and standard error of the parameters if known. For 
example, for the cost of revision where the mean cost is 
£5294, and the standard error is £1487:

This process is performed for the other probabilistic values, 
apart from for the risk of revision and the risk of death. The for-
mer first needs to integrate the results of a survival analysis. Once 
these values are estimated, they are stored in a list ('params'), so 
that they can be passed to the model function, later on.

3.4  Defining Hazard Coefficient and Covariance 
Values

To utilise the Weibull regression results, we first save the 
coefficient values (which represents the hazard ratios for 
each coefficient) within the list of parameter values (‘par-
ams’). This is stored as a vector within the ‘params’ list, 
and includes the constant, age, sex and new prosthesis coef-
ficients. We can also save the covariance matrix associated 
with this particular survival analysis:

a.cRevision <−(mn.cRevision∕se.cRevision)2

b.cRevision <−
se.cRevision2

mn.cRevision

params$cRevision <−c(shape = a.cRevision, scale = b.cRevision)

params$coeff <−hazard.function$coefficient

params$cov <−cov

Fig. 3  a Discounting code. b Discounting output
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This is similar to using the Name functionality within 
MS Excel (under “Formula” and “Define Name”) to label 
parameter values and/or tables within sheets, which can then 
be utilised in formulae instead of referring to the cell num-
ber itself. An advantage of using R for this process over 
MS Excel is, as it is a script language, users can see which 
‘named values’ come from which source, and in what order 
they are assigned and used, instead of having various sheets 
for which the inter-sheet dependency can be opaque, unless 
thoroughly annotated.

3.5  Sampling

To incorporate heterogeneity in the risks of revision and 
death due to age and sex, whilst performing sensitivity anal-
yses, a function needs to be created to produce a list (‘sam-
ple.output’). This list houses samples for each parameter/
parameter group of interest. This is equivalent to sampling 
every parameter value, for every iteration of the PSA, for 
all of the parameters included in the PSA, and storing in an 
Excel Sheet1 so that it is clear which values are being used 
in each PSA simulation. The function allows users to specify 
age (as a numeric) and sex (as a dummy variable that is 0 
for female individuals and 1 for male individuals), the list of 
parameters and the number of simulation runs:

psa.sampling <−function(age = 60,male = 0,

params = params, sim.runs = 1000){…}

First, the covariance matrix stored in the section above 
can undergo a Cholesky decomposition to allow for the 
generation of correlated variables. For a further descrip-
tion of the theory behind this process, refer to Chapter 4, 
Briggs et al. [12]. Step-by-step calculations for the Cholesky 
decomposition in R are available in the Electronic Supple-
mentary Material (ESM) to show the workings.2 However, 
we use the handy ‘t()’ and ‘chol() functions available in 
base R (i.e. no further packages are needed to perform these 
operations). The transpose function (‘t()’) is needed as the 
Cholesky decomposition function (‘chol()’) returns the 
Upper Triangular Decomposition, whereas for our purposes 
we want the Lower Triangular Decomposition. We therefore 
transpose our input, run ‘chol()’, and transpose the output to 
produce a matrix named ‘cholm’:

The ‘cholm’ matrix can then be used in a sampling 
function to generate random numbers that follow the same 
covariance as indicated by the survival analysis. First, an 
empty matrix (‘temp.values’) where there are five independ-
ent standard normal variates (representing the coefficients 
for the five survival analysis variables ‘lngamma, cons, age, 
male and NP1’) for each simulation is created. For each 
simulation run, another matrix ('Tz') can be created that is 
the product of the decomposition matrix (‘cholm’) and the 
generated ‘temp.values’ matrix. This can then be added to 
the mean coefficient values (‘params$coeff’). The resulting 

cholm <−t
(
chol

(
t
(
params$cov

)))

Table 1  THR parameters (adapted from [11] parameters table)

THR total hip replacement

Name Value Standard error Distribution Description

Transition probability variables
 omrPTHR 0.02 Beta(2, 98) Operative mortality rate following primary THR
 omrRTHR 0.02 Beta(2, 98) Operative mortality rate following revision THR
 Rrr 0.04 Beta(2, 96) Re-revision risk

Resource cost parameters
 cPrimary £0 Cost of a primary THR procedure
 cSuccess £0 Cost of one cycle in a ‘success’ state (primary or revision)
 cStandard £394 Cost of standard prosthesis
 cNP1 £579 Cost of new prosthesis 1
 cRevision £5294 1487 Gamma(12.67, 417.67) Cost of one cycle in the Revision THR state

Utility of Markov states per cycle
 uSuccessP 0.85 0.03 Beta(119.57, 21.10) Utility score for having had a successful primary THR
 uSuccessR 0.75 0.04 Beta(87.14, 29.05) Utility score for having a successful revision THR
 uRevision 0.3 0.03 Beta(69.70, 162.63) Utility score during the revision period

1 The outputted R list (‘sample.output’) equivalent to the parameter trial 
data in the “Simulation” sheet in the corresponding MS Excel model.

2 The <Hazard function> sheet within the downloadable MS Excel 
model equivalent utilises individual calculations to perform this pro-
cess.
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matrix (‘coeff.table’) gives five variables that are correlated 
in line with the survival analyses results. An exponentia-
tion process to correctly interpret the results of the Weibull 
model is then performed, as depicted in Fig. 4a. This is based 
on the following formulae [12], where the time-dependent 
transition probability per time-step (‘tp(t)’) is given by:

where lambda and gamma values are the shape and scale 
parameters in the Weibull distribution (see Fig. 4b).

Other probabilistic cost parameters are sampled accord-
ing to the distributions outlined in Table 1. To incorporate 
background mortality based on life tables we need two 
data points: age at that cycle and mortality risk at that 
specific age. A process on how to do this has been previ-
ously described [4], with an additional method of doing 
this given in the ESM.

tp(t) = 1 − exp
{
�
[
(t − 1)�

]
− t�

}

3.6  Total Hip Replacement Model Function

Once we have the samples for relevant parameters/parameter 
groups, they can be fed through the main model function 
(model.THR(), see ESM). The main model processes are 
similar to those previously described [4, 14]). To integrate 
the heterogeneous risks of revision and mortality within the 
function, simply update the transitions within the transi-
tion arrays (such as ‘tm.SP0’, which is a transition array 
for standard procedure where the third dimension represents 
each cycle) as shown in Fig. 5a, b. In this example, we set 
age to 60 years and male sex to 0, the code sits within a func-
tion and thus the outputs printed here are exemplary of what 
occurs within the function.

The model function returns a vector of values contain-
ing the costs and quality-adjusted life-years of the standard 
and new prosthesis procedures and the incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio value of the comparison.

Fig. 4  a Sampling correlated 
parameters code. b Sampling 
correlated parameters output
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3.7  Running the Simulations, Estimating NMB 
and Performing Subgroup Analyses Across All 
Subgroups

Once the parameters have been sampled and the model func-
tion defined, it is a case of creating a blank data frame, which 
has columns representing model outputs, and rows repre-
senting the number of simulations (like having a blank sheet 
where each row gets filled with each simulation result in MS 
Excel). This can then be filled utilising a for loop, where each 
value of the sample outputs, created in section (5), is utilised 
within the model function (see Table 1 of the ESM for an 
example of the resulting output “simulation.outputs”).

The incremental costs and effects for each simulation run 
can be transformed into net monetary benefit (NMB) using 

willingness-to-pay thresholds (WTPs), compared to zero (with 
NMB >0 flagged as cost effective) and the probability of the 
new procedure being cost effective calculated by averaging over 
all simulations the number of times the procedure is deemed 
cost effective. This can all be wrapped into a function (‘p.CE’):

p.CE <−function(WTP, simulation.results){

nmb <−simulation.results
�
,
��inc.qalys��

�
∗

WTP−simulation.results
�
,
��inc.cost��

�

CE⟨−nmb⟩0
probCE <−mean(CE]

return(probCE)}

Fig. 5  a Incorporating heterogeneous risk of revision and mortality into the Markov Model function code. b Incorporating heterogeneous risk of 
revision and mortality into the Markov Model function output for years 1 and 10
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where the function is run across different WTP values and 
the related probability of cost effectiveness calculated, both 
values are then stored in a data frame. The processes out-
lined above can then be performed on specific age and sex 
subgroups, and stored within lists and/or arrays. The result-
ing outputs can be plotted, utilising ‘ggplot()’ allows graphs 
to be easily altered to suit users’ needs [10], see the ESM for 
the code and plots related to graphical outputs.

4  VOI Analysis

In this section, we demonstrate the steps involved in the VOI 
analyses, with comparisons between R code and MS Excel 
directly (i.e. the cells within the spreadsheet), or between 
R code and MS Excel’s Visual Basic for Applications 
code. There are two key methods for quantifying the VOI 
for parameter uncertainty: by calculating the EVPI and by 
calculating the EVPPI (for more information on the theory 
behind these methods, see Briggs et al. [12]). The structure 
of the VOI R script is shown in Fig. 6.

4.1  Set Up Model Script and Source THR Model 
Functions

The ‘THR_Model_VOI.R’ script is an extension of the 
‘THR_Model.R script’ [6], using the same sampled data 
and main model function. A benefit of using R over MS 
Excel, is the ability to easily and efficiently source data and 
functions from other scripts within projects, simply by using 
‘source("THR_Model.R")’ at the beginning of the VOI 
model script.

4.2  Set VOI Population Parameters

When we estimate the VOI, this is often done for one indi-
vidual in the model. Of course, there will be many people 
eligible for a particular treatment, each year. The EVPI and 
EVPPI for an individual can be multiplied by the effective 
population; the number of eligible patients per annum and 
the expected lifetime of the technology. For the hip replace-
ment example, we assume an effective technology life of 10 
years with 40,000 new patients eligible for treatment each 
year. A 6% discount rate is used on the effective population, 
over a 10-year time horizon. The total (discounted) effective 
population is 312,067 (the sum of the annual discounted 
population over 10 years, thus e.g., if the discount rate was 
0% this would be 400,000).

4.3  EVPI at the Population Level

The EVPI represents the value of eliminating the uncertainty 
in the model parameters, and thereby assuring that with per-
fect information, the correct decision is made. In contrast, 
when a decision is made with the current information, there 
may still be uncertainty around the cost effectiveness in 
probabilistic analyses, meaning there is a possibility that 
the wrong decision is made, which would result in a loss of 
health benefits and/or resources. A full comparison between 
the R and the MS Excel Visual Basic for Applications codes 
used for the case study, with annotated comparisons, is avail-
able in the ESM, and the full EVPPI R code is available in 
the ESM. The corresponding MS Excel workbook  (“Excel-
Version_Ex66bsol.xlsx”)  is available to download [6]).

The EVPI is estimated using the results of the PSA. The 
costs and effects of each PSA simulation are converted into 
NMB, for any given WTP value. Then, the mean NMB is 
taken for the two treatments, with the highest being the treat-
ment of choice. Across each individual simulation, the high-
est NMB possible from either treatment is also recorded, 
which represents the correct decision being made in each 
simulation. The average of all these values gives the NMB 
under perfect information, which is then multiplied by the 
effective population.

This can all be wrapped into a function in R (‘est.EVPI.
pop’), which takes the PSA results (‘simulation.results’) and 
creates a data frame of NMB values (‘nmb.table’) for the 
two treatments, across all simulations. An example of the 
calculations performed within the EVPI function is shown 
in Table 2. For example, at a WTP threshold of £2500 per 
quality-adjusted life-year gained, the highest NMB under 
current information is £36,117 (for the new prosthesis). In 
contrast, under perfect information, the NMB is £36,135. 
This gives an EVPI per person of £18.36, which multiplied 
by the effective population gives an EVPI of £5,730,624.

Fig. 6  R model coding structure for the total hip replacement (THR) 
model value of information analyses. EVPPI expected value of par-
tially perfect information
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4.4  Set Up the EVPPI Inner and Outer Loop 
Framework and NMB Function

The population EVPI is an upper limit on returns to future 
research. However, of crucial importance is which particu-
lar parameters (or groups of related parameters) are most 
important in terms of having the greatest VOI. The EVPPI 
approaches are designed to look at just that. They work 
by looking at the VOI of the remaining parameters of the 
model if we assume perfect information for the parameter 
of interest.

The EVPPI analyses often use a nested, double-loop 
Monte Carlo method, although alternative methods are able 
to approximate EVPPI using regression modelling and prob-
abilistic analysis results [15, 16]. The double-loop method 
involves the parameter of interest being sampled in an outer 
loop, and all other parameters being sampled within the 
inner loop. For the case study, 100 inner and 100 outer loops 
are performed. For the EVPPI, each inner loop requires an 
estimation of the NMB of the two treatments, under the fixed 
parameter value of interest (i.e. the partial parameter).

In R, a similar function (named ‘nmb.function’) does 
this, by taking a vector of WTPs, and creates a matrix to 
estimate NMB, for each inner loop simulation, at each WTP. 
In contrast, in the MS Excel model, this is performed at 
just one WTP value, and uses the same structure as used 
to estimate the average NMB in the EVPI calculations. In 
both cases, the NMB for each treatment is stored from each 
inner loop.

4.5  Calculate EVPPI Values for WTP Values

In the ‘evppi.results.SP0’ and ‘evppi.results.NP1’ data 
frames in R, each row represents the mean NMB across all 
inner loop simulations. This is equivalent to cell AS6:AT105 
in MS Excel, which is shown in Fig. 7 for comparison to 
the R code presented in the ESM. Each row represents the 
mean NMB (the average derived from all inner loop simula-
tions), for each outer loop. In R, this is done across multiple 
columns, for each WTP. In MS Excel, this is done for just 
one WTP value.

Once all outer loop simulations have been performed, 
we can calculate the mean NMB across all outer loops 
simulations (‘current.info1’ and ‘current.info2’ in R, cells 
AS4:AT4 in MS Excel and Fig. 7). The treatment with the 
highest NMB is then chosen (‘current.info’ in R, in MS 
Excel, the equivalent is taken as part of the formula in cell 
AX7).

Next, using a similar approach taken to calculate EVPI, 
the highest NMB value across each simulation (i.e. each 
row) needs to be taken, to consider the decision made with 
perfect parameter information. In MS Excel, this is simply 
the higher value of the SP0 and NP1 columns (AS6:AT105, 
Fig.  7). The higher value is selected and shown in 
AU6:AU105 (Fig. 7). In R, the same calculation is done, 
but across multiple WTP values. First, an array is created, 
which in this case is essentially two data frames that contain 
the NMB from all outer loop simulations, across each WTP 
value. The apply function is then used to take the maximum 
NMB for either treatment (i.e. for any given simulation, at 
each WTP), to create a vector of maximum NMB values 
(‘perf.info.sims’).

Once the maximum NMB of either treatment is available 
for each iteration at each WTP, we can take the mean NMB 
across all simulations, for each WTP value (‘perf.info’ in R, 
AU4 in MS Excel). Finally, the EVPPI results are the differ-
ence between this partially perfect information, and current 
information, and then multiplied by the effective population. 
This is shown in AX7 in MS Excel (Fig. 7). In R, this is the 
data.frame ‘evppi.results’, which is returned from the ‘gen.
evppi.function’. In this example, the R function returns the 
EVPPI at each of the WTP values, whereas in MS Excel, the 
value returned is for only one WTP value.

An example of how the EVPPI is calculated is shown in 
Table 3, for one partial parameter (re-revision risk) and at 
the £2500 WTP threshold only. Each row represents an outer 
loop. Once a re-revision risk value has been selected in the 
outer loop (in the first outer loop, it is 0.0414), then 100 
inner loop simulations are performed with all other remain-
ing parameters sampled across each inner loop. The mean 
NMB across inner loops, for the first outer loop, is estimated 
for each treatment, and reported. This is £36,287.04 for the 
standard prosthesis, and £36,305.70 for the new prosthesis.

Table 2  NMB of probabilistic simulations, and the estimation of 
NMB under perfect information at a willingness-to-pay threshold of 
£2500 per quality-adjusted life-year gained

EVPI expected value of perfect information, NMB net monetary ben-
efit
a  NMB for Standard Prosthesis and New Prosthesis is equivalent to 
X6:X105 and Y6:Y105 in the MS Excel “Simulation” sheet respec-
tively, whilst in the R code, the ‘apply’ function estimates this (saved 
as ‘av.current’).
b  The NMB for the optimal treatment appears in AK6:AK105 in MS 
Excel, and ‘max.nmb’ in R, and the EVPI results are presented as 
AK1 and ‘EVPI.indiv’ in MS Excel and R respectively.

Simula-
tion 
number

NMB for stand-
ard  prosthesisa 
(£)

NMB 
for new 
 prosthesisa 
(£)

NMB for optimal 
decision (perfect 
information)b (£)

1 37759 37881 37881
2 36626 36617 36626
3 36976 36960 36976
4 35645 35717 35717
5 34536 34603 34603
Mean 36102 36117 36135
EVPI 18.36
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The mean for each treatment is then estimated across all 
outer loops (£36290.53 for the new prosthesis and £36306.65 
for the new prosthesis). The EVPPI for the re-revision risk is 
then estimated, taking the NMB under perfect information 
(£36306.83), and subtracting the highest NMB for either 
treatment (£36306.65), to give the difference between per-
fect parameter information and current information. This 
gives an EVPPI of £0.18, which multiplied by the effective 
population gives a population EVPPI of £55,985.

4.6  Run EVPPI Simulations

Now that we have functions to be able to process the results 
of the inner loops, and the outer loops to estimate the EVPPI, 
we can create the structure to run the EVPPI analyses. In R, 
we use three nested loops. The first loop (‘j’) selects the 

parameter of interest for the ‘partial’ perfect information. 
The number of ‘j’ loops are set to the number of partial 
parameters included in the EVPPI analyses. In this instance, 
we look at six parameter groups. Next, the outer loop (‘a’) 
will select a value for the partial parameter of interest, which 
will remain fixed within each inner loop. With each new 
outer loop, the parameter value for the partial parameter will 
change. The final loop is the inner loop (‘b’), in which all 
other model parameters are sampled (except the ‘partial’ 
parameter selected in the outer loop, which remains fixed).

Once the inner loop has completed, the mean NMB for 
each treatment will be estimated using the ‘nmb.function’ 
function. A new outer loop will proceed, in which a new 
parameter value for the partial parameter will be selected, 
and then the inner loops will be performed. Once all outer 
loops have been performed, the ‘gen.evppi.results’ function 

Fig. 7  Expected value of 
partially perfect information 
(EVPPI) calculations in Micro-
soft Excel (the equivalent sheet 
presenting formulas for each 
cell is presented in the ESM). 
OMRs  rrNP1 = Relative risk 
of revision for new prosthesis 1 
compared to standard OMRs = 
Operative mortality following 
primary and revision surgeries
cRevision = Costs (in this case 
the only probabilistic cost is 
cost of revision surgery)

Table 3  NMB of probabilistic simulations, and the estimation of NMB under perfect information

EVPPI expected value of partially perfect information, NMB net monetary benefit
a NMB values are the mean NMB values from 100 inner loop simulations. NMB values are also shown for a willingness to pay of £2500 only, 
rather than a vector of values in the R script

Outer loop number Re-revision 
risk value
(outer loop 
value)

NMB standard  prosthesisa (mean 
NMB across 100 inner loop simula-
tions) (£)

NMB new  prosthesisa (mean NMB 
across 100 inner loop simulations) 
(£)

NMB optimal decision 
(perfect parameter informa-
tion) (£)

1 0.0414 36287.04 36305.70 36305.70
2 0.0603 36268.01 36300.55 36300.55
3 0.0166 36313.17 36312.78 36313.17
4 0.055 36273.3 36301.98 36301.98
5 0.0171 36312.57 36312.62 36312.62
Mean 36290.53 36306.65 36306.83
EVPPI 0.18
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will estimate the EVPPI for this particular partial parameter. 
Finally, once the EVPPI for a parameter has been completed, 
a new partial parameter will be selected, and the process 
repeated, until all EVPPI results, for each partial parameter, 
have been performed. Note that in MS Excel, the selection 
of each outer loop partial parameter is performed in Visual 
Basic for Applications (see ESM).

The results of the EVPPI loops can be plotted. Note that 
in MS Excel, the EVPPI is only calculated at one WTP 
threshold at a time, and therefore, the values for each param-
eter are only shown at the particular WTP selected. Using 
R, we can plot the EVPPI over a range of WTP thresholds, 
see ESM for the code and plots related to graphical outputs.

5  Discussion and Conclusions

Taking the example of THR surgery from previously pub-
lished MS Excel models, we provide a guide to building a 
Markov model in R that accounts for heterogeneity across 
population subgroups. We also provide a demonstration of 
how VOI analyses can be developed in R, with the R code 
compared directly to the corresponding Visual Basic for 
Applications code.

We also provide a demonstration of an economic model 
parameterised using a regression-based survival analysis. 
This allows the economic model to account for the hetero-
geneity that may exist in the survival analysis, creating sam-
ples based on covariates and covariance estimated through a 
parametric Weibull regression analysis. By building a flex-
ible model that allows us to select the age and sex within 
the model function, we demonstrate how subgroup analyses 
can be easily performed, and integrated with such analyses. 
Survival analyses could easily precede the economic evalu-
ation, with both being performed in R, allowing both the 
statistical and economic analyses to be performed using the 
same software. This avoids issues with reading in outputs 
externally, but also allows for all analyses and outputs to be 
updated and rerun simultaneously.

When comparing the time taken to run EVPPI loops, a 
total of 100 inner and 100 outer loops were performed for 
each of the six parameter groups included in the EVPPI 
analysis. This was approximately 11 times quicker in R than 
MS Excel, even when MS Excel calculated the EVPPI for 
only one WTP threshold, whereas this is calculated for 501 
WTP values in R (£0–£50,000, in increments of £100). The 
speed advantage of R when running multiple simulations has 
already been noted [3]. Furthermore, alternative regression-
based methods are available in R, which can be used to esti-
mate EVPPI without the use of inner and outer loops (i.e. 
a double loop) [16]. The original MS Excel case study for 
which this R tutorial is based on does not utilise expected 
value of sample information techniques and therefore these 

analyses were not considered here. This is however an 
important tool in decision analyses, and other R guidance 
for such VOI analyses are available elsewhere [17, 18].

Other benefits of R over MS Excel highlighted by this 
direct comparison tutorial include: the ability to easily 
source other models and data, and the ability to readily con-
duct and store EVPPI results over multiple WTP thresholds. 
Additionally, by example, we highlight the ease of publish-
ing and citing economic evaluation models in R open access 
through repositories such as Github [6]. Such models can 
also be adapted into Shinyapps and R packages [19, 20]. 
Whilst this tutorial utilises mainly base R, we introduce the 
concept of loading and using packages through the use of 
reshape and ggplot2 [9, 21]. A compilation of specific health 
economics packages can be found elsewhere [22].

In a world where the coronavirus disease 2019 pan-
demic and potential subsequent global recessions could 
lead to smaller healthcare budgets and funding available 
for research, VOI analyses within the healthcare technol-
ogy appraisal process can provide a formal framework in 
quantifying the potential costs and benefits of gathering 
further information used in relevant health economic mod-
els. Additionally, ‘open source’ health economic modelling 
will increase general transparency and adaptability in the 
field [4].

We hope that this tutorial paper will help guide MS Excel 
users who may want, or need, to transfer their model to R. 
The publicly available code can provide a template for indi-
viduals to develop their own models that are able to capture 
heterogeneity amongst model subgroups, and are able to 
evaluate the VOI for a particular decision.
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